ABSTRACT. Let R be a Noetherian local ring. We define the minimal j-multiplicity and almost minimal j-multiplicity of an arbitrary R-ideal on any finite R-module. For any ideal I with minimal j-multiplicity or almost minimal j-multiplicity on a Cohen-Macaulay module M, we prove that under some residual assumptions, the associated graded module gr I (M) is Cohen-Macaulay or almost Cohen-Macaulay, respectively. Our work generalizes the results for minimal multiplicity and almost minimal multiplicity obtained
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we investigate the behavior of the depth of the associated graded ring gr I (R) of an ideal I in a Noetherian local ring (R, m) in terms of conditions on the j-multiplicity of I. The associated graded ring of I is an algebraic construction whose projective scheme represents the exceptional fiber of the blowup of a variety along a subvariety. Its arithmetical properties, like its depth, provide useful information, for instance, on the cohomology groups of the blowup. For an m-primary ideal I, the interplay between the Hilbert polynomial of I, and more precisely its Hilbert coefficients, and the depth of the associated graded ring has been widely investigated. This line of study has its roots in the pioneering work of Sally. The idea is that extremal values of the Hilbert coefficients, most notably of the multiplicity of I, yield high depth of the associated graded ring and, conversely, good depth properties encode information about all the Hilbert coefficients, such as their positivity. The problem arises when one considers ideals which are not m-primary, because their Hilbert function is not defined, thus there is no numerical information on Hilbert coefficients available to study the Cohen-Macaulayness of gr I (R). To remedy the lack of this tool, in this paper we propose to use the notion of j-multiplicity. The j-multiplicity was developed as a generalization of the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity to arbitrary ideals. It was first introduced by Achilles and Manaresi in 1993 and, since then, it has been frequently used by both algebraists and geometers as an invariant to deal with improper intersections and varieties with non isolated singularities [2] .
In this introduction we will only discuss the case of associated graded rings, although in the rest of the paper we will treat associated graded modules.
Let I be an m-primary ideal. The Hilbert-Samuel function of I is the numerical function H I (n) that measures the growth of the length λ(R/I n ) of the powers of I for all n ≥ 1. For n sufficiently AMS 2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 13A30; Secondary 13H15, 13B22, 13C14, 13C15, 13C40. The first author was partially supported by the NSF and the NSA. large, the Hilbert-Samuel function is a polynomial function in n of degree d, the dimension of R. This is the Hilbert-Samuel polynomial of I, whose coefficients e i (I), dubbed the Hilbert coefficients of I, are uniquely determined by I. It is well known that the normalized leading coefficient e 0 (I), the multiplicity of I, detects integral dependence of m-primary ideals. The integral closure of I, for instance, can be characterized as the largest ideal containing I with the same multiplicity e 0 , when the ring is equidimensional and universally catenary. Flenner and Manaresi were the first to use the j-multiplicity to generalize this fundamental theorem of Rees to arbitrary ideals [5] .
In 1967 Abhyankar proved that the multiplicity e(R) = e 0 (m) of a d-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring is bounded below by µ(m) − d + 1, where µ(m) is the embedding dimension of R [1] . Rings for which e 0 = µ(m) − d + 1 have since then been called rings of minimal multiplicity. In the case of minimal multiplicity, Sally had shown in [21] that the associated graded ring of m is always Cohen-Macaulay. Even if the multiplicity is almost minimal, the associated graded ring is Gorenstein provided the ambient ring is Gorenstein [22] . Unfortunately, for arbitrary CohenMacaulay rings of almost minimal multiplicity the Cohen-Macaulayness of gr m (R) fails to hold, the exceptions being Cohen-Macaulay local rings of maximal type [23] . Based on this result, Sally conjectured that if the multiplicity of R is almost minimal then the depth of the associated graded ring is almost maximal, i.e., it is at least d − 1. This conjecture was proved almost twenty years later by Rossi and Valla [18] , and independently by Wang [28] . In recent years there have been many generalizations of these results to m-primary ideals and modules with I-adic filtrations, where I is an ideal of definition, a condition that is required to define the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity (see for example [19] , [9] , [3] , [4] , [17] , [14] , [20] ).
The kind of generalization we accomplish in this article is much harder. We investigate the depth of the associated graded ring of an arbitrary ideal using the j-multiplicity introduced by Achilles and Manaresi [2] and further studied in [7] , [5] , [6] and [13] . Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring of dimension d > 0 and I an R-ideal. One can assign generalized Hilbert coefficients j i (F) to every ideal filtration F whose Rees algebra is finite over R[It] = i≥0 I i in the following way: let A be the associated graded ring of F, and denote by Γ m (A) = H 0 m (A) the submodule of elements supported on m. Since Γ m (A) is annihilated by a large power of m, it is a finite graded module over gr I (R) ⊗ R/m k for some k, hence its Hilbert polynomial is well defined:
We call P(n) the generalized Hilbert polynomial of F. The generalized Hilbert coefficients of the filtration {I n } n∈N will simply be denoted by j i (I). Notice that j 0 (I) coincides with the j-multiplicity defined by Achilles and Manaresi in [2] . Furthermore in the m-primary case j i (I) = e i (I), so our definition recovers the standard one. In Section 2, we prove a lower bound for the j-multiplicity of any ideal I. The definition of ideals with minimal j-multiplicity is thus immediate. In Section 3, under certain Artin-Nagata condition, we prove that for any ideal with minimal j-multiplicity, the associated graded ring is Cohen-Macaulay. Furthermore if the ambient ring is Gorenstein, then the associated graded ring is Gorenstein as well, which generalizes completely Sally's results. Finally, in Section 4, we deal with ideals with almost minimal j-multiplicity. We prove that, under the same residual assumptions, the associated graded ring is almost Cohen-Macaulay. The technical novelty is a powerful combination of the methods used in the m-primary case with tools proper to residual intersection theory. This result can be viewed as a positive answer to Sally's conjecture for arbitrary ideals.
MINIMAL j-MULTIPLICITY
In this section we first prove a lower bound for the j-multiplicity; this bound leads to a notion of minimal j-multiplicity.
We start by fixing the notation that will be used throughout the paper. We first recall the definition of j-multiplicity according to [2] and [13] .
Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring, I an arbitrary R-ideal, and M a finite R-module of dimension d. The I-adic filtration of M is a collection of submodules {I j M} j≥0 . Let G = gr I (R) = ⊕ ∞ j=0 I j /I j+1 be the associated graded ring of I and T = gr I (M) = ⊕ ∞ j=0 I j M/I j+1 M the associated graded module of the filtration {I j M} j≥0 . Notice that T is a finite graded module over the graded ring G. In general the homogeneous components of T may not have finite length, thus we consider the T -submodule of elements supported on m,
Since W is annihilated by a large power of m, it is a finite graded module over gr I (R) ⊗ R/m k for some k, hence its Hilbert
Recall that the Krull dimension of the special fiber module T /mT is called the analytic spread of I on M and is denoted by ℓ(I, M).
If M/IM has finite length, the ideal I is said to be an ideal of definition for M. In this case each homogeneous component of T has finite length, thus W = T and the j-multiplicity coincides with the usual multiplicity.
An element x ∈ I is said to be a superficial element for I on M if there exists a non-negative integer c such that
A sequence of elements x 1 , . . . , x s in I is a superficial sequence for I on M if x i is superficial for I on M/(x 1 , . . . , x i−1 )M for i = 1, . . . , s. This notion, originally introduced by Zariski and Samuel, plays a significant role in the study of Hilbert functions because it allows to reduce the problems to lower dimensional ones. Notice that if M has positive depth then every superficial element is regular on M.
If d = dim M ≥ 1 then a superficial element has always order one, i.e., x ∈ I/I 2 . Thus, in this case, the definition of superficial elements coincides with the definition of homogeneous filter regular elements used in the study of j-multiplicity (see [2] , [29] , and [13] for instance). More precisely, an element x is superficial for I on M if and only if x * , the image of x in I/I 2 , is filter-regular for G + on T .
For an ideal J ⊆ I, one says that J is a reduction of I on M if JI t M = I t+1 M for some non negative integer t. A minimal reduction is a reduction which is minimal with respect to inclusion. Minimal reductions always exist and, if R has infinite residue field, the minimal number of generators of any minimal reduction J of I on M equals the analytic spread ℓ(I, M). Furthermore, a minimal generating set of J can be chosen to be a superficial sequence for I on M Let I = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) and write
The elements x 1 , . . . , x s form a sequence of general elements in I (equivalently x 1 , . . . , x s are general in I) if there exists a dense open subset U of k sn such that the image (λ i j ) ∈ U . In this case we call the (λ i j ) general elements in R sn . When s = 1 we say that x = x 1 is general in I. Observe that the notion of general elements of I is more restrictive than the one of sequentially general elements. The latter means that for every i with 1 ≤ i ≤ s and every fixed x 1 , . . . , x i−1 the element x i is general in I.
The notion of general elements is a fundamental tool for our study as they are always a superficial sequence for I on M [29, 2.5]; they generate a minimal reduction whose reduction number r J (I, M) coincides with the reduction number r(I, M) of I on M if s = ℓ(I, M) (see [25, 2.2] and [11, 8.6 .6]); and they form a super-reduction in the sense of [2] whenever s = ℓ(I, M) = d = dim R M (see [29, 2.5] ). Furthermore, one can compute the j-multiplicity using general elements and obtain a lower bound from it as the next proposition shows. 
Proof. By [29, 2.5] , there exist general elements x 1 , . . . , x d in I which form a super-reduction in the sense of [2] . Now proceed as in the proof of [2, 3.8] or [13, 3.6 ] to obtain the desired formula of part (a). For part (b), as M is a one-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay module and I is an ideal of definition for M, we have 
Proof. If s = ∞ then we are done. So we may assume s < ∞ and let
We use induction on s to prove the lemma. When
. Now assume the lemma holds for s − 1, i.e., there exists a dense open subset
Lemma 2.3. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring with infinite residue field k. Let M be a finite Rmodule and I an R-ideal with analytic spread ℓ(I, M)
Proof. Let a 1 , . . . , a n be a set of generators of I and
, by Proposition 2.1(a) and the proof of Proposition 2.1(b) (see also [2, 3.8] , [13, 3.6] and [20, Corollary 2.1]) we have
Putting this together with Lemma 2.2, we obtain
In the same way we have,
By Proposition 2.1(a) and the proof of Proposition 2.1(b), the j-multiplicity is given by the sum of λ(IM/I 2 M) and
In turn this forces the equalities
and therefore shows the independence of these lengths from the general elements
Because of Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.3, we can now give the definition of minimal jmultiplicity of I on M which is the analogue of minimal multiplicity [20] . Notice that I has minimal j-multiplicity on M if and only if λ(I 2 M/x d IM) is zero, or equivalently, if and only if x d generates a reduction of I on M with reduction number one. The next lemma shows that for an ideal the assumption of having minimal j-multiplicity on M is quite strict. Indeed, if I has minimal j-multiplicity on M then the Hilbert function of I on M is rigid, i.e., the value of the multiplicity determines the Hilbert function. We remark that results of this kind are really surprising since the multiplicity is just one of the Hilbert coefficients and, in turn, the Hilbert coefficients give only partial information on the Hilbert polynomial which gives only asymptotic information on the Hilbert function. Proof. Observe that ℓ(I, M) = dim T /mT = dim T ≥t /mT ≥t = ℓ(I, I t M) and if x 1 , . . . , x d are general elements of I on M, they are also general on I t M for all t ≥ 0. The first assertion follows because
Now continue the above process, we will obtain j(I, M) = j(I, I t M) for every t ≥ 0. For the second assertion assume that I has minimal j-multiplicity on M, or equivalently,
In turn, this implies that x d generates a reduction of I on I t M with reduction number one, thus I has minimal j-multiplicity on I t M and therefore
COHEN-MACAULAYNESS OF THE ASSOCIATED GRADED MODULE
In this section we show that the associated graded module of any filtration with minimal jmultiplicity is Cohen-Macaulay, if the ideal has some residual properties. We start by describing the residual assumptions that are needed to prove the main theorem.
Let M be a finite faithful module of dimension d over a Noetherian local ring R. 
Proof. Let a 1 , . . . , a n be a set of generators of I on M, i.e, IM = (a 1 , . . . , a n )M, and
by sending X i to a i + pIR p . Since the extension from R to R ′ is flat, ker(ϕ) = ker(φ) ⊗ R R ′ . Thus we can choose basis
Observe that each b ′
i is a linear combination of X j with coefficients polynomials in the variable z i j of degree at most one, and let X be the (l + t) × n matrix obtained from these coefficients. Because α < n then all the n × n minors of X vanish. When we specialize z i j to λ i j for 1 ≤ i ≤ l, then all the n × n minors of the (l + t) × n matrix obtained from the coefficients of b 1 , . . . , b l , b l+1 , . . . , b l+t as linear combinations of X j vanish as well, which contradicts the fact that dim Span(b 1 , . . . b l+t ) = n.
∈ R sn and (Λ) the image of (Λ) in k sn . Write π(·) for the evaluation map sending z i j to λ i j . By [8,
Assume that M is Cohen-Macaulay. The ideal I is said to have the Artin-Nagata property AN − t on M if for every 0 ≤ i ≤ t and every geometric i-residual intersection H of I on M, the module M/H is Cohen-Macaulay. In the next lemma we exhibit some basic facts about Artin-Nagata properties that will be useful in the proof of Theorem 3.8. 
Lemma 3.2. Let M be a Cohen-Macaulay module of dimension d over a Noetherian local ring R with infinite residue field. Let I be an R-ideal with ℓ(I, M) = s satisfying G s and AN
Thus we obtain an exact sequence:
The element x i+1 is regular on IM and therefore on (x 1 , . . . , The full assertion now follows from part (a).
The following lemma shows that the presence of G d along with the Artin-Nagata condition AN
is actually sufficient to obtain AN − d . 
Lemma 3.3. (see [26, 1.9]) Let M be a Cohen-Macaulay module of dimension d over a Noetherian local ring R and I an R-ideal satisfying G d and AN

Proof. The claim follows from Lemma 3.2 (b).
Now we show that, as in the m-primary case, minimal multiplicity yields reduction number one. Our main application is the case when M = R. We obtain that ideals with residual intersection properties and minimal j-multiplicity have Cohen-Macaulay associated graded rings. If the ambient ring is Gorenstein she was able to prove that the associated graded ring is Gorenstein as well. We recover this result in Corollary 3.6.
We remark that the Artin-Nagata property AN 
The Cohen-Macaulyness of gr I (M) follows at once by the short exact sequence (1).
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem. Proof. By Theorem 3.4, the reduction number of I on M is one. Now the assertion follows from Theorem 3.8.
ALMOST MINIMAL j-MULTIPLICITY
We start by giving the definition of almost minimal j-multiplicity, which is the analogue of almost minimal multiplicity [20] . Since I has almost minimal j-multiplicity on M, by Remark 4.2, for general elements 
On the other hand, if j ≥ s + 1 = r J (I, IM) + 1, then I j IM = JI j−1 IM. Thus we have for all j ≥ 1
Now we proceed by induction on j ≥ 2 as in the proof of Theorem 3.8:
The last equality follows because
and by Lemma 3.2 (f). Now using induction on j, we obtain
To complete the proof of (a), we still need to to show that r J (I, IM) = s. For this purpose we will use the Ratliff-Rush filtration I j IM as it is done for ideals of definition (see [20, Theorem 4.2] ). As noticed earlier x 1 is regular on IM. Thus, for instance by [20, Lemma 3.1] , there exists an integer n 0 such that I j IM = I j IM for j ≥ n 0 , and
As before, let IM = IM/x 1 M and denote images in IM. There are two filtrations:
Notice that M is an I-adic filtration and N is a good I-filtration on IM (see [20, Page 9] for the definition of good filtration). Furthermore, I is an ideal of definition for IM, i.e., λ R (IM/IIM) < ∞.
2 (e)) which forces x 2 ∈ I to be regular on IM, in turns this yields λ R (IM/IIM) ≤ λ R (IM/x 2 IM) < ∞. Thus we are in the context of the filtrations treated in [20] . 
Observe that the first equality holds because λ(I j+1 IM/x 2 I j IM) = 1 for all 0 ≤ j ≤ s − 1 and
We prove that λ( I j+1 IM/x 2 I j IM) = λ( I j+1 IM/J I j IM) for every j ≥ 0. Since
we just need to show 
Let l be a positive integer such that for all 0 ≤ j ≤ l we have I j+1 IM ∩ JIM = JI j IM. If t ≤ l, then r J (I, IM) ≤ t ≤ s and we are done. So we can assume that t > l and we have:
By Corollary 4.5, the reduction number is bounded above by t + q where
To prove that r J (I, IM) = s, it will be enough to show that
Observe that for 0 ≤ j ≤ l, we can relate λ( I j+1 IM/J I j IM + I j+1 IM) to the difference of the length of the factors of the filtrations N and M. Indeed, for 0 ≤ j ≤ l we have J I j IM ∩ I j+1 IM = JI j IM and therefore we obtain the following family of short exact sequences:
from which we obtain:
For this we conclude that
Now by means of (5), (6), (6) , (7) and (8) we obtain
This concludes the proof of (a) since r J (I, IM) ≤ t + q ≤ t + s − t = s (see Corollary 4.5). Again our main application is the case when M = R. We obtain that ideals with residual intersection properties and almost minimal j-multiplicity have associated graded rings almost CohenMacaulay. As noticed in Section 3 before Corollary 3.6, the assumptions on Corollary 4.9 are all vacuous in the 0-dimensional case and the condition on the almost minimal j-multiplicity becomes the usual assumption of almost minimal multiplicity found in Sally's conjecture and in the work of Rossi and Valla and Wang (see [23] , [18] , [28] , [9] , [3] , [17] , [4] ). Thus Corollary 4.9 can be viewed as a positive answer to Sally's conjecture for arbitrary ideals.
Again the conclusion of Corollary 4.9 will hold true for I which is generically a complete intersection with ht I = d − 1 or for strongly Cohen-Macaulay ideals satisfying G d , in particular, for Cohen-Macaulay almost complete intersections, Cohen-Macaulay ideals generated by 2 + ht I elements, perfect ideals of codimension two, perfect Gorenstein ideals of codimension three, and, more generally licci ideals.
We will finish our paper by the following examples. Let R = R/(ξR : R (x, y)R ∞ ) = R/(ξR : R y), where the last equality holds since (x, y)R ∞ p = yR p for every associated prime ideal p ∈ Ass(R/ξR). We claim that (11) λ(IR/I 2 R) = λ S (S/(x, y, z)S) which together with (10) implies that I has minimal j-multiplicity. To prove (11) we may assume that ξ = x + µy for some µ ∈ S. Notice that where the second equality follows from (x + µy, z + µx)S = (x 2 − yz, x + µy)S : S y. Indeed it is easy to see (x + µy, z + µx)S ⊆ (x 2 − yz, x + µy)S : S y. For the other inclusion, let ρ ∈ (x 2 − yz, x + µy) : S y thus ρy = η(x + µy) + γ(x 2 − yz) for some elements η and γ of S, which gives (ρ − µη + γz)y = (η + γx)x.
As x, y form an S-regular sequence, it follows that ρ − µη + γz = αx and η + γx = αy. In particular, ρ = α(x+µy)−γ(z+µx) ∈ (x+µy, z+µx). The last equality is verified by noticing that the S-module By Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.6, the associated graded ring gr I (R) is Cohen-Macaulay and Gorenstein, respectively. 
